
IWS Deep Water Culture Instructions
Components Detail

Control Unit includes recirculating pump and all fittings

Outer Pots quantity determined by order

Lids including caps 1 per pot

Baskets 1 per pot

Water Butt with pipework  
(Pro and Pro Timer Only)

size dependent on number of pots

25mm Flexi Pipe used to connect the pots together

16mm Flexi Pipe used to connect the filters to the tee/ control unit

25mm Elbows 4 per system to allow for choice of set up (see diagrams)

25mm Straights 2 per pot

25mm Pro Tees 2 per system to allow for choice of set up (see diagrams)

M25 Pro Nuts 2 per pot

M25 – 16mm reducer 2 per system

16mm Tee 1 per system

Washers 4 per pot

Spanner  1 per system

16mm Inline Filter 2 per system

16mm Inline Tap 2 per system
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How to assemble your IWS Deep Water Culture system:
1.  Attach two threaded Straights to each of the pots but 

use Elbows at the end of each line of pots (see diagram)
2. Place the lid on the pot and then the basket in the lid
3. Place your pots in the position that they will be used 
4.  Connect your pots together using the 25mm pipe.  

(Warming the ends of the pipe in warm water will help to 
make the connections easier)

5.  Connect the elbow at the end of each line to a 25mm 
threaded Tee (see diagram)

6.  Fasten the M25 – 16mm reducer to the threaded part of 
the 25mm Tee

7.  Using the 16mm flexi pipe, connect the control tap and 
filter inline from the 16mm part of the reducer

8.  Run the 16mm flexi pipe towards the control unit, if 
using 4 lanes use the 16mm tee to create one line. 

9.  Connect the water butt to the control unit (if using the 
standard RDWC system then any water butt can be 
attached)

10.  If using a timer the segments are pushed out when  
you want the system to fill and stay filled. Segments are 
pushed in when you want it to drain. 

Notes:
Standard – No water butt included – recirculates the 
solution between all pots
Pro – Correct size water butt to allow for constant topping up 
to maintain the correct water level, also allow for the solution 
to be sent back to the water butt for mixing and adding 
nutrients by connecting a hose from the recirculating pump.
Pro with Timer – As Pro but with a timer to control the 
pumping of the solution back to the water butt
Chiller – Control unit has connections for use of an optional 
chiller device to cool nutrient solution. If this is to be used, 
connect the pipe inside the control unit to the nozzle of the 
recirculating pump.

The IWS Deep Water Culture systems are designed to be used on a flat 
surface to ensure that all pots hold the correct amount of nutrient solution.


